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THE DMC DATA ANALYTICS GROUP

The DeVoel L. Moore Center has restructured its research into three distinct groups. This represents the first product of the Data Analytics Group, the DAG for short. This group consists of four research interns who manage and analyze the www.FloridaOpenGov.org database. This team will provide substantive analysis of spending and revenue trends of state and local governments. The DAG work synergistically with the Policy Lab Group and the Social Entrepreneurship Group, the two other research groups, to produce commentary informed by data-driven analysis. Click here to read the commentary on the graph above.

SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP GROUP

The DMC successfully sent out four teams of undergraduates to conduct program evaluations of the Diehl Family Social Enterprise Competition project winners. This was another great opportunity for students to get hands-on, real world research experience. Success!

DMC ECONOMIC RESEARCH WORKSHOP SERIES

On Thursday, January 28, 2016, the DMC will kick off the spring Economic Research Workshop Series. Over 50 students attended the workshops in the Fall. The wide variety of topics, taught by FSU professors and Ph.D. students, proved to be a hit! This semester the workshops are intended to expand on the previous topics and bring light to some new ones. If you have any questions on these workshops, please contact Tyler Worthington at tworthington@fsu.edu.